Make your
home
even more
comfortable
LIGHTING
WINDOW SHUTTERS, SCREENS AND BLINDS
AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS

CONTROL YOUR SMART HOME WITH YOUR VOICE
With Yokis smart digital modules you can control lights, shutters, doors and other devices at home
quickly and easily using local or centralised controls. From today it is also possible to manage
Yokis products with Google Home, offering maximum comfort thanks to hands-free control of your
home.

Hey Google, open the gate.
Are you making dinner when through the
window you see your son arriving? Ask Google
Home to open the gate.

Hey Google, dim the lights in the
living room.
Is a good film about to start but there's too much
light in the room? Without getting up from the
couch, ask Google Home to dim the lights and
then enjoy the evening!

MAKE THE MOST OF INTEGRATION
Controlling the lights with your voice is just the beginning. Make the most of your Yokis electrical
system by asking Google Home to:
Open the gate
Turn on or adjust the intensity of the lights
Turn off an appliance
Recall your favourite scenarios.
REQUIREMENTS
Installation of Yokis radio modules in your electrical system
The Yokis hub web server that allows Google Assistant to communicate with the installed Yokis
products.

The Yokis modules must be installed by a professional. Ask your installer!

Hey Google, turn off all the lights.
You just started a video game but the light is
bothering you? Ask Google Home to turn off
all the lights in the room and continue playing.

Hey Google, activate the
“sunset“ scenario.
It's getting dark and you want to lower the
shutters without interrupting what you're doing?
Ask Google Home to do it for you!

EXPLORE YOKIS PRODUCTS
Yokis is a full range of digital modules for the electrical system, able to realise simple home
automation systems for the centralised management of shutters, lights and automatic functions.
Available in wired, radio and hybrid versions, it can manage numerous programs and lighting and
automatic functions: controls, dimmers, centralisation, timing, scenarios.

Built-in radio modules or for electrical panels
Lighting, shutters and management of electrical loads

Remote controls and plates
To activate just one device or centralised controls

Solutions for the connected home
Yokis Hub, Yokis Pro app for the installer and YnO for the final
user
Besides using Google Assistant, the installed Yokis devices can be controlled through the switches
of the electrical system or more comfortably with local and remote radio controls, through the free
app n available in the stores.

ASK YOUR INSTALLER!

Products sold exclusively to professionals through
electric equipment wholesalers.
For technical information visit the website www.yokis.com
or contact Urmet Customer Care.

